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Edu Gascón Alvarez

edugascon.arq@gmail.com 

24.05.93 - Barcelona 
Spanish Nationality

EDUCATION

09.2011 - 07-2012: 1st year of Bachelor in Barcelona School of Architecture (ETSAB)

09.2012 - current: Bachelor and Masters studies in Vallès School of Architecture (ETSAV)

09.2015 - 07.2016: Exchange program. 1st year of Masters in Hochschule Luzern (HSLU)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Summer 2012: construction manager’s assistant in the construction company “Inbisa”

02.2013 - 08.2014: Full-time implication in “Resso” prototype for 2014 SDE competition.

02.- 04.2016: Collaboration with Master’s Materialfocus research group. HSLU, Lucerne

09.2014 - current: Internship in the refurbishment and structural design office “BBG”

LANGUAGE SKILLS

Spanish: native

Catalan: native

English: C1

French: B2

German: B2

SOFTWARE SKILLS

STRUCTURES

- SAP 2000:            ++++

- CypeCAD:            ++++++

- Cype 3D:              +++++

- Robot: ++

- Karamba:             +++

DRAWING

- Microstation:       +++++

- Autocad:              +++++

- Revit: ++

- Photoshop          +++

- Illustrator            ++

OTHER

- In Design:            +++++

- Grasshopper:     +++

- Html + css:          +++

- Design Builder    ++
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Second life for a half-built neighbourhood
Barri de Volvpelleres, 08172 Sant Cugat del Vallès
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Volpelleres is a clear example of which were the consequences of the last decade’s 

economic crisis in the residential quarters all around Spain: a neighbourhood that, due 

to the sudden lack of new housing demand, it had to stop its construction and stay 

as a half-built / half-abandoned group of buildings, streets and swimming pools. Also, 

Volpelleres is again an excellent example of all the shortcomings that these pre-crisis 

neighbourhoods had: a lack of typological diversity – there were only 5-storey housing 

buildings and never mixed-use constructions– and a very bad transition between the 

street and the private spaces – it was always a fence that separated public space from 

community areas -

LOCATION: Sant Cugat del Vallès, Barcelona

YEAR (University): Fall 2014 (ETSAV)

TYPE: Individual. Initial analysis with Marc Serra and Sara Ferran

PROFESSORS: Enric Massip and Adolf Sotoca 



The first approach to the neighbourhood was through the three “masies” – Catalan 

country houses – that were located all along the area. These three buildings had many 

characteristics that made them particularly ideal for placing inside them the main 

neighbourhood facilities: topographically, they were the highest points from which you 

could see all the surroundings; they were equally distrusted in the territory; and finally, 

they had a historical and patrimonial value. 

Main section and floor planGap occupation strategy

VOLPELLERES 2.0

Diagramatic approach
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Solar Decahlon 2014 Competition
Versailles, France
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Solar Decathlon is an award-winning competition which reunites the greatest universities 

from all over the world promoted by the U.S. Department of Energy in 2002. It came to 

Europe in 2010 and it was celebrated in París, Versailles, in summer 2014, and organized 

by the French government. The competition’s goals are focused in investigation, innova-

tion and design, and the following construction of energetically self-sufficient projects 

that work only by solar power. Moreover, the competition is framed in a context in which 

the study and research on the sustainability and efficiency limits are the main bases 

within the framework of architecture, engineering and construction. It becomes a great 

showcase for the companies of the sector.

LOCATION: Versailles, France

YEAR (University): Summer 2014 (ETSAV)

TYPE: Collective project (+50 students)

TASK: Sustainability + Energy Efficiency team



The prototype appears as a direct consequence from this new way of understanding 

collective living. The community space in which every use takes place in has to be the 

biggest in order to admit the maximum number of people. For generating a community 

centric space, we move all of the technical areas to the perimeter, leaving the centre 

free of facilities and fixed elements. The scaffolding system allows us make a flexible 

internal sectorization system. The flexibility that offers the prototype is essential.

Bioclimatic DesignConstruction process

RESSÒ

Prototype’s tempertature monitorization





Rehabilitation of a multi-storey housing building
24-30, Tribschenstrasse 6005 Lucerne
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LOCATION: Lucerne, Switzerland

YEAR (University): Spring 2016 (Hochschule Luzern)

TYPE: Individual

PROFESSORS: Annika Seifert and Gunter Klix

Central Park is a complex consisting of three residential towers that are arranged on a 

common, two-storey base with mixed uses. Like many examples of 1970s Swiss archi-

tecture, Central Park has tangible qualities even from today’s perspective, but no longer 

reflects today’s use requirements and falls far short of normal energy standards. For that 

reason, two of the towers were recently renovated. The third, on the corner of Tribs-

chenstrasse and Werkhofstrasse, on which the current project focuses, is still in its ori-

ginal condition. In order to meet the new housing demand for young people and middle 

class families, and in accordance with the heterogeneity of the quartier, a new collective 

housing typology is suggested.
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SOUTH-WEST ELEVATION  1:100

DIAGRAMATIC EXPLANATION

A. MODIFICATIONS ON THE ORIGINAL BUILDING

Added elements Removed elements Collective spaces Sleeping rooms Sleeping rooms Sleeping rooms Sleeping rooms

B. INERTIA VS. INSULATION C. INTERMEDIATE SPACE D. FLEXIBILITY
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DIAGRAMATIC EXPLANATION
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Diagramatic approach. 

Main floor planLocation plan (Lucerne, Switzerland)

TRIBSCHENSTRASSE 24

[Exclusivamente para uso académico] 

From a structural point of view, two main decisions are made: first, not to alter the exis-

ting concrete wall structure – only partition walls are removed – and second, to add a 

new skin around the original tower in order to energetically update the building and, at 

the same time, offer new intermediate spaces. This second skin is built with a metallic 

structure which provides a light-weight solution that is supported on one side by the 

existing two-storey base pillars and on the other side by the original concrete slabs.
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Rethinking a small village in the Swiss Alps
Sankt Martin im Calfeisental, 7315 Vättis
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Arriving nowadays to Sankt Martin is arriving to an end point. Howerver, a long time 

ago the village was understood as the center of the valley of Calfeisental where all the 

Walser people that lived up in the mountains could meet. We would like to recover this 

idea by connecting Sankt Martin to a bigger network: UNESCO Sardona heritage. Vättis 

currently has a project for a visitor center. In this way, Sankt Martin and its PRESERVING 

CENTER would be focused on the monitoring part of the project, which has as basic aim 

to study the mountains in order to preserve them agains climate change. Sankt Martin 

will be again a meeting point, but in this case between the researchers and the visitors 

of the village.

LOCATION: Sankt Martin im Calfeisental, Switzerland

YEAR (University): Fall 2015 (Hochschule Luzern)

TYPE: Individual. Initial analysis with Titus Wiehagen

PROFESSORS: Dietter Geissbühler and Tina Unruh 



Cross section

Starting from Strickbau and based on the Walser houses of Sankt Martin, the construc-

tion system proposed it has as basic aims an easy transportation of the pieces and a 

simple building process in site. And this leads to prefabrication. A main structure of 

horizontal beams and a secondary structure of ver tical pilars form a skeleton which 

aesthetically and functionally is constantly related to the Walser house: the layering of 

PRESERVING SANKT MARTIN
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Diagramatic approach. 

Location model (Valley of Calfeisental, Switzerland)
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Reinforcement of balconies in Sant Cugat
8-12, Carrer Joan Oliver 08172 Sant Cugat del Vallès
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The initial situation was an emergency situation: the ceramic bricks that that covered the 

inferior part of the balconies’ concrete slab were falling directly to the ground. An ina-

dequate design of the construction detail had led to this situation: this bricks were fixed 

to the slab only by a layer of mortar. This, added to the fact that this same mortar had 

lost a lot of adhesion capacity due to its aging, was causing a lot of fissures around the 

whole building, especially in the balconies area. Moreover, the stability of the whole was 

in a very precarious situation since neither the metallic handrail nor the ceramic parapet 

were not fixed to the concrete structure at any point.

LOCATION: Sant Cugat del Vallès, Barcelona

YEAR (Office): Spring 2017 (BBG Estructures, Recerca i Rehabilitació)

TASK: Participation in the design, drawing and building process

ARCHITECT: Robert Brufau 



 

The reinforcement had to, first of all, deal with the fact of stopping the bricks from 

falling. To achieve that, a metallic “L” shaped profile is placed under the damaged bricks, 

all along the balconies perimeter. This “L” shaped profile is supported by punctual 

vertical “U” shaped profiles which, at the same time, are fixed to the existing interior 

handrail. To achieve a new stability of the whole balcony parapet, it was very important 

to fix both the original structure and the new one to the concrete floor slab.

Main section and floor planInitial state of the balconies

E8124 (BBG)

Tensional analysis 






